In recent yems, rapidgmwth has occurred in both the number and d i m i t y of uniwsitv-industruaromm in the United
The growth of high-technology industry and the reassessment of the relative value of research and development (R&D) programs in the past decade has led to the realization that the United States requires an emphasis on long-term research p q r a m s and education to maintain a competitive advantage (Porter, 1990) . Consequently, in an attempt to provide a favorable climate to fadlitate these needs there has been a rapid growth in both the number and diversity of university-indust~y programs and technology-based economic development policies around the country (National Science Board, 1982; Rees, 1986; Schmandt and Wilson, 1990) . Despite the pmliferation of both formal and informal university-industry initiatives, very little comprehensive assessment of the linkage between technological innovation and academic research hasheen reported, with some notable exceptions (Lambtight and Teich, 1989; Betman, 1990; Fellet; 1990a , 1990b and Mansfield, 1991) .
The purpose of this paper is first to provide a more systematic and comprehensive overview of the perception and experiences of industry with universitiesas sources of technical knowledge vis-a-vis alternative sources of knowledge (e.g., research and development, suppliers, licensed technologies). A second objective involves relating how companies perceive universities as soums of technical knowledge to both a company's attitude towards locations with strong university-industry interactions and also to the level of company involvement in ~moperative projects with universities. Finally, the role of company size in shapingboth a company's perception of universities as a source of knowledge and company satisfaction levels will be investigated.
BACKGROUND TO RESEARCH
According to Feller (1990a) , the formation of "new alliances" between universities and industry has become an increasingly important aspect of many company-level R&D programs. Howwec "university-industry partnerships are emerging amidst a complex and fluid period in which federal, state, regional, and local government, industry, and university mles and relationships related to research, technological development, and commercialization are being defined" (Fellez 1990a, p. 315) . Many issues have yet to be worked out by the interested patties including: intellectual property rights, conflicts of interest, and the appropriate institutional structures to fadlitate university-industry collaboration. However, "the climate for cooperation is widely seen to have improved, and the means to have been found to overcome many, if not all, impediments to university-industry relationships" (Fellez 1990a, p. 314) .
A critical element of the broad sweep of university-industry alliances involves the manner in which industry perceives universities as soulres of technical knowledge in the development of new products and production processes. In an increasingly information-intensive economy, where research and education are critical variables for maintaining a competitive advantage (particularly through the production of knowledge or "thoughtware" that has commercial applications) this issue is likely to take on added significance. Furthermore, recent empirical evidence suggests that in certain industries "the contribution of academic research to industrial innovation has been considerable" (Mansfield, 1991, p. 11) . In a study of industry interaction with university and federal laboratories, Roessner and Bean (1990) argue that academia has become an increasingly important part of industrial research and development programs. They also empathize with the notion that access to networks of academic researchers working at the forefront of "knowledge" can be highly beneficial to companies.
However, "contemporary demands for access to university knowledge and research constitute distinctly new pressures on universities, creatingchanges we are only justbegnning to see, let alone understand" (Paget, 1990, p. 345) . For example, it is unclear what alternative sources of technical knowledge companies are considering in the development of new products and production processes, and it is also unclear whether some broader characteristics of university-industry interaction can significantly affect how universities are perceived as sources of knowledge. Effective answers to these questions are made more difficult by the absence of a consensus on the most effective model of university-industry cooperation. For example, during the formative years of the NSF University-Industry Cooperative Resealrh Centers program, "no preconceived notion (existed) of which model of university-industry moperation would prove to be most effective" (Roessnez 1989, p. 349, italicsadded) . According to Roessnez it was only after some time that the university-based research consortia gradually emerged as the most successful appmach. Also, Goldstein and stressed the diversity of approaches involving universities asinstrumentsof technology-basedewnomicdevelopment policy. These approaches included licensing and patenting assistance, technical and managerial assistance, small business assistance centers, equity investments, speaalized laboratories and facilities, research parks, incubators, and joint reseamh between private industry and univmities.
Given the diversity of approaches in university-industry relationships, this paper argues that a systematic empirical analysis of a company's fundamental pelwption of universities as knowledge soums is critical to a clearer understanding of the wide-ranging "new alliances" (Dimancescu and Botkin 1986) that are emerging between industry and academia. It will also be a w e d that university research rather than universities as institutions per se are critical ingredients in the development of new products and pmduction pmcesses by the private sector. Finally it will be argued that larger companies (in terms of sales volume and employment levels) are more likely to link-up with universities than are smaller companies which should be of concern to state policy-makers who see university relations with small business as an important variable in local economic development. In terms of policy implications, economic development strategies that depend on productive university-industry linkage as the catalyst for generating "spin-off" development may be doomed to failure if a clearer understanding is not forthcoming of which companies are most apt to pelwive unive~sities favorably as important sources of knowledge.
RESEARCH APPROACH
A recent study of industry relationships with state-funded technology development programs provided the opportunity to examine how companies perceived the role of universities as sources of technical knowledge vis-a-vis other sources of technical knowledge (Rees, 1989 (Rees, , 1991 After an initial mailine to vice vresidents of ~mdudion and/or " engineering, and follow up telephonechecks, complete information was obtained on 216 of the 1024 companies. A response rate of 21% is good compared to other surveys of &is kind whei completion depend; on the cooperation of busy corporate executives. The 216 respondents represent a relatively large data set that gives us theopportunity to look at the mle of technical knowledge in university-industry relationships. Because this study is concerned with university-industry relationships in different parts of thecountry, and for different economic activities, it was important toensure that respondents represented a random sample that was not biased against any particular part of the country or for a particular type of industrial activity. The random geographic nature of the respondents was confirmed when the distribution of the survey population was compared to that of respondents by Census Division. A chi-square statistic of 9.49 showed no significant difference between the pattern of respondents by Census Division compared to the population. Also, becauseof the highly intenelated natureof thechosen SIC groupings, the industry of responding firms made no difference when explaining subsequent findings.
Although part of a larger study, the survey specifically asked company officials to indicate how important various sources of technical knowledge were to the development of new pmducts and pmdudion processes. The soumes of technical knowledge included: trade publications, professional or scientific journals; in-house (company) resealrh and development; parent company research and development (R&D); government agencies; suppliers; customers; licensed technologies; consultants; universities as institutions; and competitors. Each respondent was asked to rate each of the above sources of technical knowledge in terms of whether or not each respective source of knowledge was very important, somewhat important, a soufie but not important, or not a source for the company. Consequently this paper is not concerned with all the functions of a university, but focuses explicitly on the variety of knowledge sources available at universities and elsewhere. In related papers that deal with the geographic dimensions of the larger study (Debbage and Rees, 1991; Rees, 1991) , proximity and access to graduate students and faculty are also found to becritical factors in university-industry linkages, but they are not the primary focus of this paper.
Eachcompany was also asked to mspond to various questions that focused on the experience of company decision-makers with university-industry relationships. Speafic issues included:
-the extent to which reseamh-oriented firms are attracted to locations with strong university-industry interactions (LOCATION),
-the satisfaction levels of companies involved in cooperative pmjects with universities (SATISFACTION),
-whether or not state-funded technology development programs should be affiliated with universities (AFFILIATION),
-whether company size influences how companies perceive universities as sources of technical knowledge, and also whether company size influences company satisfaction levels when involved in cooperative projects with universities. The median employment lwel of the respondents was 155 persons and median salesvolumewas$12.6 million. These median figures were used to distinguish smaller companies from larger companies. However. this is a relative measure. and it is im~ortant to recall that the definition of small companies is itself a moot point. The Small Business Administration defines small companies as those companies with less than 500 employees. In this reseakh, we anticipated th'at as companies became larger they were more likely to have been involved with univelsities than smaller companies.
UNIVERSITIES AND OTHER SOURCES OF TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
Companies were asked to indicate whether univelsities and other sources of technical knowledge were important or not in the development of new products and production pmesses. While a four-part scaling procedure was used for this question, company responsesare collapsed and each company response is rated in terms of whether a soume of technical knowledge was deemed important or not important.
For 135 companies (63% of all respondents), universities as institutions are either not an important soume of technical knowledge or they are not used at all as a soum of knowledge (see Table 1 ). Only 79 companies (37% of all respondents) identified universities as important soums of technical knowledge, and of these 79 companies, only 12 suggested that universities were very important sources of technical knowledge. A majority of companies do not perceive universities as important sources of technical knowledge in the development of new products and production processes, though other factors included in the survey show that this genelalization needs to be qualified. Also, open-ended questions that were part of this survey suggested that some of the reasoning for the unfavorable perception ate associated with the notion that university institutions are remote to the immediate needs of industry. In a companfs search for technical knowledge relevant to the development of new products and production pnxlesses, a variety of sourresof knowledgeother than universitiescan also play an impoxtant role. These alternative sources of information include: trade, professional o r scientific journals; in-house (company) R&D; parent company R&D; government agencies; suppliers; customers; licensed technologies; consultants; wmpetitors; and other sources.
Most comoanies considered the followinesourcesof knowledee to " " be important: in-house R&D (86% of mpondents); trade, pmfessional and scientificioumals (82%);and customers (81%) (seeTable1). Beeuse . . . a majority of'companies considered trade, professional, and scientific journals as important sources of technical knowledge, it can be a w e d that universities play an important indirect mle in the development of new pmducts and production processes. Many trade, professional and especially scientific journals are written by university researchers. Companies may value journal-dated information more highly than they do university institutions per seas sourcesof technical knowledge, thus leading to an undercount of the value of the university. Although university institutionsare viewed by some executivesas unable to serve industry needs, basic university research through journals is f q u e n t l y pemeived as relevant to the more applied concerns of industry. Also worth noting is that when considering other issues involved in cooperative university-industry programs (e.g., licensingand patenting assistance, managerial assistance, laboratory facilities, equity investment), it is probable that the institutional mle of universities will be seen as most vital.
Other than universities, a majority of companies also considered the followingsoulcgof knowledge tobeunimportant: p a m t company R&D (85%); government agencies v9%); and licensed technologies (68%) (see Table 1 ). However; parent company R&D may not be perceived as an important source of technical knowledge simply because the majority of sunreyed companies were single as opposed to multi-plant or multi-locational companies. Part of the reasoning for the penxiwd unimportance of government agencies may be associated with the traditional image in the private sector that government agencies a= not important soums of technical knowledge.
SOURCES OF TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE: SOME INTERRELATIONSHIPS
It is less dear how the different sources of technical knowledge interrelate. Forexample, what is the mle of a university as a source of technical knowledge to a company compared with other alternative sources of information? To determine the interrelationships between the various forms of technical knowledge, the data set was subjected to achi-square test. Only those interactions thatwere significant at the five pemnt level or less ale discussed further.
Many of the sources of technical knowledge are highly interrelated (see Table 2 ). Licensed technologies, publications and journals, customers,and universities aresignificantly intemlated with a majority of the other sources of information. On theother hand, some soumes of technical knowledge appear to be somewhat independent and unrelated toother s o u m o f technical knowledge. These include parent company R&D and suppliers. Not surprisingly, the three most frequently cited sounxsof technical knowledge that were considered to be important are all significantly intemlated, i.e., in-house R&D, publications and journals, and customers. Companies that considered one of these three sources of technical knowledge as important invariably rated the other two sources of information as important in the development of new products and pmduction pmcesses.
Although licensed technologies were not considered an important source of technical knowledge by the majority of the respondents (see Table I ), this variable was significantly intenelated with the highest number of alternative sourcesof information (see TableZ) . If a company considered licensed technology as important in the development of new innovations in production, the company was also likely to consider publications and journals, in-house R&D, customers, and competitors as important sources of technical knowledge. Conversely companies that did not rate licensed technologies very highly also tended to perceive government agencies, consultants, and universities less favorably. Govt. agencies Universities NOTE: The number of significant chi-square interrelationships are indicated in parentheses. All interactions are significant at the 5 percent level or less for one degree of freedom.
While only 37 percent of the respondents cited universities as an important soufieof technical knowledge (seeTable I), whenacompany considered a university as an important source of information then in-house R&D and consultants were also perceived as important (see Table 2 ). On the other hand, companies that did not value universities as impottant sources of knowledge also tended to be moR likely to consider p a m t company R&D, govemment agencies, and licensed technologies as less important sources of information (see Table 2 ). These findings seem to suggest that universities located in regions that host companies with in-house R&D capabilities may be perceived mom favorably by industry than universities without these additional supporting facilities. This also suggests that the notion of geographic agglomerations including universities are important factors in industry's search for technical knowledge (Debbage and Rees, 1991) .
Few companiesconsideredparent company R&Dand government agenaesas important sourcesof technical knowledge. Parent company R&D was not considered an important soume of technical knowledge, in part, because a majority of the respondents were small companies that were not part of a latger industrial organization. Government agencies, on the other hand, may be perceived as being part of a public sector bureaucracy that is considered remote to the immediate needs of industry. Furthermore, neither source of technical knowledge was significantly interrelated with many alternative sources of information. Parent company R&Dwassignificantly interrelated with only twoother sources of technical knowledge: govemment agencies and universities. Respondents that did not value parent company R&D invariably considered government agenciesand universitiesas unimportant in the development of new pmducts and pmduction processes. On the other hand,companies that did notrategovernment agenaesvery highly also tended to perceive parent company R&D, licensed technologies, consultants, and universities less favorably.
A systematic pattern seems to have emerged whereby the sources of technical knowledge that ~IV considered to be important by the majority of the mpondentsare highly interrelated. Furthemore, those soulresof technical knowledge that a x perceived asbeing unimportant to the majority of the respondents are also significantly interrelated. Most companies conside~d in-house R&D, publications and journals, and customers as important sources of information in the pmduction of new products and pmduction pmcesses. If a company perceived one of these sou-of information as important they invariably considered all three sources as important. On the other hand, the majority of mpondents pelreived parent company R&D and govemment agencies as unimportant to company innovation. Furthermore, if a company considered either of these two sources of information as unimportant they tended to consider the other source of technical knowledge as unimportant also.
Finally, if universities were considered to be important sources of technical knowledge, then these same companies also tended to rate in-house R&D, and consultants highly. On the other hand, if universities were not considered to be important sources of technical knowledge then parent company R&D, government agencies, and licensed technologies were also viewed less favorably.
UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY INTERRELATIONSHIPS
Some bmader characteristics of university-industry relationships may be significantly affecting how universities are pemived as s o u r n of tedrnical knowledge. A second objective of this paper involves relating how companies perceive universities as sources of technical knowledge to both a company's attitude towards loations with stmng university-industry interactions, and also to the level of company involvement in cooperative pmjects with universities. To further analyze these interrelationships, three major dimensions of university-industry re1ationships (LOCATION, SATISFACTION, and AFFILIATION) were studied. Before analyzing the interactive effect of each of these variables on how companies perceive the role of universities as sources of technical knowledge, a brief overview of the study findings relating to LOCATION, SATISFACTION, and AFFILIATION is pmvided (see r e s e a~h approach section).
For 98 companies (45% of all respondents), research-oriented firms are attracted to locations with stmng industry-university intelactions to a great extent (LOCATION). Ninety-five companies (44% of all respondents) indicated that research-oriented firms should besomewM attracted to locations with strung university-industry interactions. Only 12 companies (5% of all respondents) indicated strong university-industry interactions are of little importance.
Although the majority of respondents rated university locations highly if a company is resealrhariented, only 84 companies (39% of all respondents) indicated that they were directly involved in a cooperative project with a university. Of these 84 companies, 83 indicated that they were either verv satisfied or somewhat satisfied with the universitv collaboration (SATISFACTION). Perhaps more importantly, I& companies (60% of all respondents) did not activelv ~a r t i c i~a t e with a uni;ersity 'in some fork of industrial re~earih.~ c ow ever, 133 companies indicated that if states are to continue funding state technolo-develo~ment centers then thev should be affiliated with universi<is. only i~com~aniesindicated (hat thesecenters should not be affiliated with universities (AFFIWATION). These findinm indicate a basic level of support for university involvement with &chnology development centers. To summarize the findings thus far, the nature of the relationships between universities and industry is an important, but ina-easingly complex. part of any state economic development stratagem. Industry tends to find locations with strung industry-university interactions important for resea~h-oriented firms and generally considers a formal affiliation with universities as an essential ingredient in any state technology development program. However, only a minority of those companies surveyed were actively engaged to date in a cooperative pmject with a university, although almost all of these firms were satisfied with this arrangement. One is also reminded that a majority of companies did not consider universities as institutions as an important sourre of technical knowledge, although professional and scientific journals were highly rated.
It is possible that the way companies perceive LOCATION, SATISFACTION, and AFFILIATION may play a mle in detemining how companies perceive the mle of universities as sources of technical knowledge (KNOWLEDGE). To determine the internlationships between KNOWLEDGE and LOCATION, SATISFACTION, and AFFILIATION the variables were subjected to a series of chi-squam tests. While a multiple-part scaling pmcedure was originally used to classify responses for each variable, company responses in this analysis are collapsed into two responses foreach respective variable to facilitate chi-square analysis. The two KNOWLEDGE categories included universities being either important or not important sources of knowledge (see Table 1 ). The LOCATION variable rated the extent to which research-oriented firms are attracted to locations with strong university-industry interactions. Executives were asked to indicate whether such locations were very important or less important locational influences. The SATISFACTION variable measured the level of satisfaction of companies involved in cooperative projects with universities, and companies were either satisfied with the university interaction or dissatisfied/not directly involved with a university. AFFILIATION measured whether universities should be either affiliated or not affiliated with state-funded technology development centers in the future. Finally only those interactions that were significant at the five percent level or less ale discussed furthet; and based on this the only significant influences on KNOWLEDGE were LOCATION and SATISFACTION (see Table 3 ).
Knowledge and Location
If a company considered universities as an IMPORTANT soulce of technical knowledge (KNOWLEDGE), they are more likely to perceive that locations with strong university-industry interactions ale very important rather than less important for research-oriented firms (46 respondents versus 33 respondents) (see Table 4 ). Not surprisingly if a company considered universities as an UNIMPORTANT source of technical knowledge, they are morelikely to perceive that locations with strong univeffiity-industry interactions are less important rather than wry important for research-oriented firms (83 respondents velsus 52 respondents). Howevet; an important qualification is in order here. A large absolute number of companies that suggested universities were an unimportant source of technical knowledge also indicated that strong university-industry interactions were a very important location factor for research-oriented firms (52 respondents). For some companies, universities are not important sources of technical knowledge but many of these companies recognize the relative importance of an industrial location that is characterized by stmng university-industry linkage, particularly for mearch-oriented firms.
Knowledge and Satisfadion
The other significant influence on KNOWLEDGE was SATISFACTION. In this case, the intenelationships between these variables were straightforward and required no qualifications. Companies that considered universities IMPORTANT sources of technical knowledge were also more likely to be satisfied with their cooperative university ties rather than not satisfied or not directly involved with a university (51 respondents versus 28 respondents) (see Table 4 ). Conversely companies that did not value universities as a source of technical knowledge were more likely to be either dissatisfied or not directly involved in a cooperative project with a university (103 respondents versus 32 respondents).
To summarize, comoanies that considered universities as useful and important sou&sof iechnical knowledgealso tended to highly rate locations with s t r o n~ university-industry interactions for researchariented firms &d were satisiied in thek direct dealings with universities. On the other hand, companies that considered universities as unimportant sources of technical knowledge also tended to underplay the significance of locations with strong university-industry interactions and were either dissatisfied or not directly involved in a cooperative project with a university. However, do these various findings vary based on specific company characteristics?
INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE SOURCES, UNIVERSITIES, AND COMPANY CHARACTERISTICS
By studying university-industry relationships from the four different perspectives mentioned earlier (KNOWLEDGE, LOCATION,  SATISFACTION, and AFFILIATION) , and relating this to individual -pement of total company sales to U.S. Department of Defense (1986) -penrent of total company sales spent on R&D (1986).
Each of these variables was subdivided into dichotomous Rsponse categories based on the median value for each phenomenon (see Table  5 ). Mean values wele not used because of the bias intmduced by a small numberof extremevalues. By studying these variables, it is possible to examine theimpact of company size (salesandemployees); the reseamh and government-orientation of the company (R&D and DOD) ; and relative growth rates on how a company pemives thebenefitsand costs of university-industry relationships and how universities are pemeived as sources of technical knowledge. Based on a seriesof aosstabulations and chi-squale tests, only two of the four measules of how companies pemeive university-industry ties were significantly related at the five pement level to any of the above company characteristics. LOCATION and AFFILIATION were not significantly related to any of the above company characteristics. Part of the reasoning for this may be related to the large number of companies that considered locations with stmng industry-university interactions as important and also indicated that state technology programs should be affiliated with universities. When an overwhelming majority of respondents perceive the university-industry envimnment in similar ways, it is unlikely that specific company characteristics will begin to explain and highlight diffelent experiences and attitudes.
On the other hand, KNOWLEDGE and SATISFACTION were both significantly related to company size (as defined by sales volume and employment levels). In the context of this study, a large company was defined as any firm with above median levels in sales volume and/or employmentlevels. The median 1986salesvolumefor the 216 surveyed companies was $12.6 million while the median 1987 employee total was 155 persons. How does company size influence both the way companies pemeive universities as sources of technical knowledge and the satisfaction levels of companies involved in cooperative pmjects with universities? Table 6 ). Not surprisingly, if a company considad universities as an unimportant soume of technical knowledge, they are mole likely to be smallercomoanies with sales volume less than oreclual to $12.6 million (74 respond;nts versus 56 respondents) (see Table A ). Similar findings w e e found when using 1984 sales volume and 1987 employment levels -. . Table 6 ).
(see
Large companies (in terns of sales volume and employment) are more apt to perceive universities as important soumes of technical knowledge dative to smallercompanies. Part of the reasoning for this may be the tendency for large companies to possess the lesourres and capacity that caterfor universities. However, although largecompanies are more active in university-based research, small businessesare often more pmdud-innovative, relative to their size, than large firms. Link and Rees (1990, p. 30) in a related study concluded that "small firms appear to be able to transfer knowledge gained fmm their university research associations most effectivelv. compared to l a m firms, to incxease the returns to their internal R&D achvities." It cGuld also be a w e d fmm an university o u h c h perspective that small companies --n&d more technical assistance. Furthermore, an important qualification is in order. In absolute terms, more lalge companies pemived universities as an unimportant source of technical knowledge relative to those that considered universitiesan important sourceof technical knowledge. However, this is simply due to the higher total number of companies that pemived universities as unimportant sources of technical knowledge relative to those that perceived universities more favorably.
Satisfaction and Company Size
If a company was directly involved in a cooperative project with a university and was also satisfied with this arrangement, the company was more likely to have a 1986 sales volume greater than $12.6 million (56 respondents versus 22 respondents) (see Table 7 ). Not sulprisingly, if a company was not directly involved with a university or was dissatisfied with the cooperative linkage, they are more likely to be smaller companies with sales less than orequal to the median value (78 mpondents versus 45 respondents) (see Table 7 ). Similar findings were found when using 1984 sales volume and 1987 employment levels (see Table 7 ).
Large companies are more apt to be directly involved in cooperativeactivities with universitiesand they also tend tobe satisfied with this arrangement. Once more, the scale of operations and the opportunity for specialization amongst larger companies seems to facilitate and encourage linkage with universities.
SUMMARY AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
In recent years, university-industry relationships have emerged as a key ingredient in a wide variety of national and state-level development strategies. These strategies f~quently seek to maintain a competitive advantage relative to other companies and other parts of the world (Portec 1990) . The structural transformation of the United States economy and the increased emphasis on high technology pmdudion with substantial R&D inputs has stimulated gmwth in sectors that stress the creation and use of knowledge-based pmducts. Knowledge, as an increasingly important pmduction input in the development of new pmducts and pmduction processes, has provided part of the rationale for an increase in the level of collaborationbetween univemities and industry. Despite this, a complehensive assessment of how companies perceive universities as knowledge sourres has not been fo&hcoming. In this paper, an analysisof how 216 companies from some of the most innovative sectors of the United States economy peneived universities as sources of technical knowledge revealed a diversify of influences and factors that shape thevarious characteristics of university-industry collaboration.
While universities as institutions are not commonly perreived as important sourres of technical knowledge in the development of new products and production pmcesses, trade, professional and scientific journals we= perceived favorably by 82% of all respondents. The surveyed companies seemed to rate published research and journals highly, although this did not necessarily imply that companies we= willing to engage in a formal arrangement or collaboration with a university institution. Only 39% of all respondents indicated they were directly involved in a amperative pmject with a university. Those companies that did p e~e i v e universities as important sources of technical knowledgealso tended to be companies with above median levels in sales volume and employment, and they also were invariably involved in some sortof cooperative pmject with a university. These same companies also rated in-house R&D and consultants favorably as sources of technical knowledge. Universities located in regions that are host to several large companies with in-house R&D facilities may be operating in environments that are more conducive to university-industry collaboration.
The policy implications of these findings need to be seen in the context of the larger study of which this analysis is a part (Rees, 1991) . From this larger study of university-industry relationships in general, and the experience of companies with state-funded technology centers in particulat; it was found that larger companies are more likely to collaborate with universities than smaller companies. Because differences between large and small companies were alsoevident in the results of this paper, the need for policy-makers to carefully consider firm size as an important variable in local economic development and to encourage the further involvement of small companies with universities is underscored. Since the larger study also showed a university's inability to protect the proprietary nature of research to be an important reason why more university-industry collaboration does not exist, this same petreption can influence why many industrialists do not perceive universities as important sources of technical knowledge. This underscores the need for universities to continuously assess their policies towards intellectual property rights and how this affects future relationships with the private sector. The importance of trade and scientific journals as s o u a s of technical knowledge to industry clearly shows that university research has a major indirect impact on the development of ptuduct and process technology in the private sector. It is the production of scientific research from a university, and not universities as institutions per se that is important to industry in this regard.
Since the larger study also shows that industry involvement with state technology centers does have a positive impact on product development, particularly its quality, and can indeed stimulate related research within participating companies (Rees, 1991) , government policy-makers interested in fostering further university-industry collaboration should considermore infonnation dissemination to make other deasion-makers more aware of the successes. Many companies are shielded fmm the successes of their competitors, whereas it may be in the public interest to make success more visible. At the same time, public sector deasion-makers need to recognize the skepticism with which industrialists still view government agencies as s o u a s of knowledge as shown in these results. Again, more attention to success stories might eventually influence pemptions.
Because industrialists tend to view locations with strong university-industry interactions as important for research-oriented fins, as well as to consider formal affiliations with universities as generally important, such findings confirm the role that university-industry collaboration can play as pad of a long term economic development strategy. Because the development and diffusion of knowledge does take a long time, public-policy makers should be caleful not to kill university-industry pmgrams with real potential when they use evaluation measures like jobs generated or funds matched in the shott-tern.
Although the analysis =potted hete is limited to the experience of comoanies in a few kev linked sedors, the findinm are noteworthy eno;gh toencouragem&e rereseatllh toaAyze how ~~m~aniesinvolveh in other types of university-industry pmgrams perceive universities as sources of technical knowledge and how this knowledge transfers into inmased onxludivitv. ~oonomic develooment strate&es that d e~e n d " on pmdudive university-industry linkageas the catalyst for generating spin-off development may bedoomed to failure if wedo notget a dealer inderstandingof indus&y experience with universities aLd how key decision-makers perceive the mle of universities.
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